On the one hand, the patristic period was not, as a whole, a period characterized by sustained reflection on the sacramentality of marriage. The idea of marriage as a "sacrament," in the more technical sense of the term we find developed in medieval and contemporary theologians, had not explicitly arisen. On the other hand, there was a continuous appreciation of marriage since the time of Jesus himself as we can see reflected in the canonical Gospels, and there can be found among the Fathers increasing attention to the meaning of Christian marriage, culminating in the late fourth and early fifth century reflections of John Chrysostom in the East, and of Augustine in the West. We have to be careful not to underestimate the contribution of the Fathers even if they did not speak the technical language of later ages. Their rich use of imagery and analogy in the context of exhortation and pastoral counsel is the basis for later developments and it can still serve as a resource for us.
the love of Christ for the Church, marriage as an ascetic enterprise is caught up into and redefined by that love. It comes to be an authentic representation of, and encounter with, that love.
The second approach one could call the "ecclesial" approach, and it is represented by Augustine. This view does not begin from philosophical conceptions of virtue or of ascetic restraint, but from faith in the Incarnation as Christ's espousal of human nature to the point of being "one flesh." The Church is the ongoing sacrament of the Incarnation, the efficacious presence (to use later language) of the "spousal" love by which Christ the Word became Incarnate. We are configured to this love by "incorporation" into Christ's Body, the Church, where we, as members of the Church, experience over a lifetime the purifying power of the selfgiving Love to which we are configured by baptism. We are slowly being transformed from selfishness to charity. Christian marriage builds on the natural community of husband and wife, predicated on sexual difference for the purpose of procreation, and transforms it into an ecclesial community (a "domestic church," to use later language) in which the spousal love of Christ for the Church is authentically both represented and encountered. The paper closes with a brief reflection on the potential that this Augustinian view may have to offer a useful complementarity to the Theology of the Body espoused by Pope John Paul II.
hand, and a recognition that all things connected with the flesh and this world have been relativized by the prospect of the imminent return of the Lord in glory. 3 As the return of the Lord was prolonged, the elements that Paul held in tension seem to have come somewhat undone and were represented in different strands of the later Pauline tradition. Deutero-Pauline texts such as Ephesians and later the pastorals developed a robust appreciation for what Augustine would even later call the "good" or the "excellence" of marriage, while the apocryphal Acts of Paul embrace an almost heroic ideal of asceticism that borders on the disparagement of marriage. In the radical Pauline heretic Marcion, this disparagement passed over into outright rejection. Other sects and movements that emphasized the impending return of the Lord, who thought of the Church as essentially the church of the martyrs in the face of a hostile Empire, also disparaged marriage. 4 This was probably, in part, a reaction against the spirituality reflected in the Pastoral Epistles, which not only endorses marriage as a good but also verges on canonizing received, non-Christian wisdom about the ordering of households, presenting an almost too settled Christianity. These Christians were perhaps content to pattern the ordering of their households after their non-Christian, postAugustan neighbors in order to please them. It is sometimes hard, looking back on these texts, to discern what elements are proclaimed as essential to an understanding of marriage as a good 3 Paul was concerned "not to sweep away the structures of the pious household," yet " [m] arriage, like household slavery, was a 'calling' devoid of glamour. It did not attract close attention as the present age slipped silently toward its end" (Peter Brown, BS 54, 57). 4 The New Prophecy (Montanists, especially as exemplified by Tertullian), Marcionites, Encratites, Valentinians (from a very different point of view), all had relatively negative views of marriage (see Brown, BS 76-82, 83-121).
The evidence of the Martyrdom of Saints Perpetua and Felicitas shows that even married women bearing children could receive the gifts of the Spirit and become spiritual leaders, but this does not seem to be a gift thought of as mediated by marriage per se. Peter Brown hints that Perpetua's courage and poise was in part a reflection of her status as a matron (BS 75, "A matrona to the last, 'with shining face and quiet poise' she asks for a hairpin so her free flowing hair will not be mistaken as mourning) but the fact that she is married seems mostly unremarkable to the ancient editor of the text."
established by God, and what are apologetic concessions to the Roman way of doing things in the face of suspicion and persecution.
For the most part, orthodox Christians did continue to defend the goodness of marriage, based on passages such as 1 Cor. 7 and Eph. 5.21-33. Their articulation of the ideals of married life often drew heavily on earlier philosophical ideals, Stoic in particular, "Christianizing" these ideals with greater or lesser success. These philosophical ideals generally regarded marriage from an ascetic perspective, emphasizing that sex is for procreation only, and devaluing physical beauty and disapproving of passion. Clement of Alexandria is a good second century example of an exponent of civilized, philosophical sex. 5 Clement remarks, for example, that it would be difficult for a wife to continue to respect her husband if he conducted himself in an undignified way during sex. Clement instructs couples not to have sex "during the day, nor … after coming home from church, or from the marketplace or early in the morning like a rooster." 6 Brown warns against reading too much into these observations which may strike contemporary sensibilities as odd. Clement's overall vision, of a partnership of husband and wife who serve Christ together in an age when they might both be called upon to be martyrs, is very compelling.
The family served as a center of prayer 7 and presumably a source of strength. Clement's married
Christian sage was not cold or gloomy and could regard sex and family, when taken up into the 5 "Clement's ideal of the Christian life was permeated by a deep sense of the service of God … combined with an awareness of the presence, in the soul of the believer, of His Word, Christ -an intimate companion. … To do justice to this notion, and to the program of lifelong moral grooming that it implied, Clement fell back instinctively on the Stoic views which, along with Platonic metaphysics, were part and parcel of the intellectual koiné of the age" (Brown, BS 128). has a rich appreciation for the love that should obtain between husband and wife. Although the wife is to submit to her husband, Chrysostom emphatically distinguishes her submission from the submission of a slave to a master. "What sort of union is it," he asks rhetorically, "when the wife trembles before her husband? What sort of pleasure will the husband himself enjoy, if he lives with a wife who is more a slave than a free woman?" 9 The wife is not a slave, but a "second authority," having "authority and honor equal to the husband's in many respects," but with the 8 I am following Hunter here, who de-emphasizes the more negative views that Chrysostom held and preached in his earlier days, views that are more to the fore in Brown's treatment (e.g. at BS 309, "John's was a bleak and deliberately atomistic vision that has elicited little sympathy from modern readers"). Hunter notes that in his Homily 20 on Ephesians, "Chrysostom evidences little of the mistrust of human sexuality that characterizes so much of the Christian literature of this period (and that characterized Chrysostom's own early writings). On the contrary, Chrysostom speaks of the desire (eros) that draws two human beings together as the creation of God and as the highest form of human love (Homily 20.1). Rather than develop a sexual asceticism, Chrysostom focuses on the problem of attachment to money" (Hunter, If fear of God, because of fear of punishment, disqualifies the one who fears from being perfect, how much more imperfect will be the wife who fears, not only God, but also her husband? Because of this it should be asked whether wife and the fear of a wife should be understood in a literal sense, since frequently wives are found to be much superior to husbands at ordering them, and running the house, and educating the children, and maintaining family discipline, while the husbands live in luxury and pursue mistress after mistress. appropriate to a wife (as distinguished from the obedience appropriate to a slave, to which he is not entitled). The husband's authority as "head" does not authorize him ever to resort to violence or threats of violence, but rather to treat his wife as though he has been entrusted with the care of a "sacred image." 13 Such a household, where the love of the wife is worth more than anything else to the husband, and where children are loved for her sake, and not more than she 10 "The wife is a second authority; she has authority and honor equal to the husband's in many respects. But the husband has something more. His special concern is the well-being of the household" (Homily 20.6 on Ephesians at Hunter, MEC 87 From the very first evening that he receives her into the bridal chamber, he should teach her self-restraint, moderation, how to live a holy life, rejecting the desire for money at the very outset, as soon as she comes through the door. He should instruct her in philosophy and advise her not to have pieces of gold dangling from her ears … or strewn about the bedroom."
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In practice Chrysostom's ideal marriage may have seemed rather confining, especially to women, just another variant on codes of household management that emphasized the power of men over women and nobility over slaves. And yet perhaps this aspect of the ideal is more accidental than essential to it. Again, if there is a sacramentality to marriage in Chrysostom's ideal, could we not say that it is to be located in the way in which such notions as leadership and obedience cease being absolute quantities determined by cultural standards at large, but rather are recontextualized, against, and relativized by, the love of Christ for the Church?
Chrysostom's preaching suggests an ideal of marriage which, at least theoretically, has gone beyond the mere recommendation of a previously extant philosophical or economic ideal for
Christian couples, to a point where the essential character of married life cannot be understood apart from reference to the love of Christ for the Church. It therefore becomes capable of imaging and re-presenting that love: "What sort of children do you think will come from such parents? … What will happen to everyone else who comes near them? Surely, they too will be filled with countless blessings." , 230-31: "A good man finds rest in his own home, in his household, his wife and children, in his modest way of life, in his smallholding, in the young plants he has set with his own hands, in some building that has been put up through his initiative. Innocent people find their relaxation in things like these." straightforwardly positive way to the bonding and happiness of a married couple, Augustine's views will look pessimistic. Yet Augustine would probably insist that it is simply realistic.
Sexual pleasure is not a fixed quantity, unambiguously and obviously good as we experience it in a fallen world. 23 Rape, presumably, is pleasurable for the rapist, and husbands are not immune from the pleasure of violent sex just because they are married, and the elements of violence contributing to the pleasure of sex may be subtle enough. Pleasure of any kind (or pain, for that matter) is not simply a physical reality or given for Augustine, but rather is a function of deep prior commitments of the human spirit, of the "heart." The heart that is configured by pride, that is, love of self over God, will take greatest pleasure in its own use of power, whether that is exhibited overtly in rape or in such less obvious forms as narcissistic self-admiration for one's (supposed) excellence as a lover, married or not. Such pleasures are not innocent and ultimately break down communion of persons rather than contribute to it. The heart that is configured by humility, that is, love of God above all, on the other hand, will find pleasure in creatures, including other people, as a reflection of the glory of the Creator, and not as opportunities to exercise and admire their own power and ability, that is, occasions of the reflection of one's own glory.
This means that any given emotion, such as joy or fear, is, in itself, neutral, but can be felt differently depending upon the fundamental configuration of the will. 24 The humble person does not give up feeling joyful, but feels joyful in loving God and neighbor, while the prideful person feels joy in exercising his or her own power in preference to love of God and neighbor. for sexual pleasure that is pleasure in one's own power or ability independent of love of God and neighbor, pleasure, for example, in domination, manipulation, use of the other for selfadmiration or gratification, rather than wondering joy in the presence of the other as a creature of God and, as such, a form of praise of God. The latter way of feeling would always be loving, ready at any second to interrupt sex (for example) without regret and with joy in favor of a greater demand of love that might present itself, and so desire for sex would never outstrip reason or freedom. Lust, by contrast, is always at least partly self-absorbed, anxious for gratification even if in competition with other demands of love, and so lustful desire for sex is always, to the extent that it is lustful, unfree, a kind of "goading" or compulsion that intrudes itself regardless of the demands of love or justice. Lust, qua lust, in the Augustinian sense, is not a good and can never be made a good. If it became something good, it would cease to be "lust."
That does not necessarily mean it would cease to be sexual desire, or that sex would cease being enjoyable, but the source of pleasure or enjoyment would be freedom, humility and love, with no trace of self-absorption or self-admiration or other seeds of violence as an admixture.
Augustine, accordingly, thought of the Christian life as a journey of healing or purification of the heart, one that entailed leaving behind the pleasures of pride and complacency, and learning the new pleasures of humility and love. Christian life is life in transition, a life which is a struggle, described in Gal. 5.17 as the opposition of the desires of the "spirit" and of the "flesh." One learns to replace the pleasures of the flesh, meaning all pleasures configured by pride, with the pleasures of the spirit, meaning all pleasures configured by charity or love. 25 "As long as the spirit has desires opposed to the flesh, this work goes on with great intensity; perverted pleasures, lust, and base carnal impulses are resisted with the gentle joy of sanctity, the love of chastity, spiritual energy and the prized virtue of continence."
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"Continence" in Augustine is not the name of sexual renunciation but the name of the Christian life, the life in transition and healing, a matter of the heart, not dependent upon any particular bodily state, 27 and ultimately a gift from God.
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Chrysostom's view of marriage envisions the husband taking the lead in creating a transformation in his wife, implying that the superiority of the husband's education and training are sufficient for his own transformation as well. Augustine from the time of the Confessions never implies that education or philosophical discipline on its own is enough for the healing or purification he has in mind. In fact a good education and the discipline and prestige that goes with it can more likely become the occasion for pride rather than a formation in humility. Nor is Augustine inclined to imply that the husband, as the male or older spouse, is likely to have the kind of moral advantage whereby he could be the primary agent of the Christian life of transformation for his wife. From an Augustinian view, Chrysostom's idea of marriage almost verges on the sacramentality of the husband, who occupies the place of Christ vis à vis his wife 25 Passages dramatizing the opposition of flesh and spirit from Gal. 5.17 are common in Augustine. The most famous is in Conf. 8.5.10-12. In City of God 14.2-3, Augustine is insistent that "flesh" in the Pauline verse does not mean "body"; the body is not the source of sin, but the soul, and some of the pleasures of the "flesh" have nothing to do with the body (such as envy; see also 27 Continence 1.2-2.5: "It follows that the purity that is exercised in controlling the reproductive organs, which is what is usually meant by the word 'continence' used in its literal sense, suffers no violation or infringement, if the more perfect continence we have been speaking about at length is maintained in the heart" (Hunter, MV 194). 28 Married life is a gift of God, even as the single (celibate) life is (Augustine cites 1 Cor. 7.7 as his authority), and both offer continent ways of life, that is, ways of life in transition and transformation from pride to humility. and household, rather than the sacramentality of marriage, strictly speaking. 29 For Augustine, the transformation of desire is not in the first place a matter of education, either of oneself or, especially, of one spouse by the other, but rather of incorporation. Incorporation as a member of the Church into the Body of Christ is also, at least incipiently, an incorporation into Christ's way of feeling, a configuration to his way of loving. It is impossible to acquire a complete picture of the "sacramentality of marriage" according to Augustine without considering first this primary notion of transformation-in-incorporation, especially because Augustine's favorite biblical passages for explaining it are passages associated with marriage.
In his Enarrationes in Psalmos, Augustine frequently comments to his listeners--so frequently that he expects them to know it before he says it-that the voice speaking in the Psalms is always Christ's voice, even when the psalmist's voice seems to be saying something that would seem unbecoming of Christ. Augustine's listeners knew why this could be true, namely, because in the Psalms sometimes Christ speaks in the voice of his members, the members of his Body, and sometimes in the voice of himself, the Head. In a famous passage, Augustine is explaining that the title of Psalm 30 implies that the Psalm was spoken in fear, and then goes on to explain:
Whose fear? Christ's certainly … He who deigned to assume the form of a slave, and within that form to clothe us with himself, he who did not disdain to take us up into himself, did not disdain either to transfigure us into himself, and to speak in our words, so that we in our turn might speak in his. … Facing death, then, because of what he had from us, he was afraid, not in himself, but in us. When he said that his soul was sorrowful to the point of death, we all unquestionably said it with him. Without him, we are nothing, but in him, we too are Christ. It is the "bond of charity" that links the Head and members so intimately into one Body, that made the Head cry out, "'Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting me?'" (Acts 9.4) when Saul was obviously persecuting not the risen Jesus, but his members on earth. 31 The charity or love of the Incarnation is compassion so radical that it generates a solidarity in which the Head takes on the sufferings of his members, and speaks in their voice, on their behalf, and in so doing, "transfigures" the members into himself, identifying with them completely. Augustine points out that the Father never forsook the Son, even in the crucifixion, and yet the Son cried out, "Oh God, my God, why have you forsaken me?" speaking the Psalm verse in our flesh, making our situation of abandonment by God because of our sin his own, and yet in making this cry his own, he was "transfiguring it." 32 Our voice, our fear, our desolation, taken up by Christ's compassion, becomes his, and our fear is transfigured so that when we give voice to it, our speech is Christ's, that is, it is a remembrance of and an invocation of his compassion. Our very fear can be the place of contact with Christ's compassion. "This is the wonderful exchange, the divine business deal, the transaction effected in this world by the heavenly dealer." 33 Voicing our own desolation, we are at the same time voicing Christ's solidarity with our desolation, and so, at the same time, at least in faith and in hope, we are voicing our joy at being the objects of such compassion. 34 We are, at least incipiently, feeling the joy of being espoused by Christ. "By a It is interesting and significant to note that, unlike his spiritual "father" Ambrose, and unlike Origen before him, Augustine almost never refers to the individual soul as a "bride" of Christ. Ambrose used the wedding imagery from the Song of Songs to refer as much to the relationship between the individual soul and the Word of God as to the relationship between the Church and the Word, 37 but Augustine leaves this former dimension of the allegory almost completely behind. "There are many churches, but one Church; many believers, but one bride of Christ." 38 Or, in the words of St. Paul, which Augustine cites, "As the body is a unit and has many members, and yet all the members of the body, many though they be, are one body, so too is Christ" (1 Cor. 12.12). 39 The bond of charity does not only link the Head with the members individually, but the members with each other. Our relationship with Christ is ecclesially mediated: in the unity with each other, which is founded in and configured to the charity of drawn from the innermost resources of our being with a lot of education and effort, but is the love of Christ which prompted the "great sacrament" of the Incarnation, the assuming of human nature into a nuptial union of two in one flesh. We experience ourselves as loved with a Spousal love in our experience of the Church, of the unifying love which was Christ's "voluntary sleep" on the Cross, giving being to the Church from his wounded side as Eve came forth from Adam's side:
"I have the power to lay down my life, and I have the power to take it up again. No one takes it away from me; but I lay it down of my own accord, that I may take it up again" (Jn. 10.18). They disturbed him, but he lay down to sleep (cf. Ps. 56.5). In this respect Adam was a type of Christ. God sent a deep sleep upon Adam, in order to fashion a wife for him from his side. Was God unable to make a wife for the first man by taking her from his side while he was awake? … Because in Christ's case, a bride was made for him as he slept on the cross, and made from his side. With a lance his side was struck as he hung there, and out flowed the sacraments of the Church."
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The "voluntary sleep" of Christ, that is his utterly freely willed death on our behalf, both is and represents a love so strong that it shows that Christ actually did care about us as much as a man cares about his own flesh, just as Paul invites husbands to think about their wives. We experience this same sense of being cherished as a man cherishes his own flesh, namely, according to Ephesians, as a spouse, precisely as members of the Church united in charity. We experience the "marrying" love that prompted the incarnation in the first place as members of the Church. In other words, the primary place to experience Christ's spousal love is in the Church, simply as a member bound to all others, not in marriage. 40 En. in Ps. 56, sec. 11 (Boulding III/17, pp. 111-12).
Being a member of the Body of Christ, his Bride, is, then, to be configured to the spousal love of Christ for the Church. This does not mean that individually we are fully conformed to the love of Christ and feelings, emotions and affections that are formed by that love, but rather that we are members of a Body whose very identity is that love, and that we are each of us in the process of being transformed more and more fully by that love as we interact with each other. It is a process of our hearts being conformed to the "deep heart" of Christ. Augustine comments on Ps.
63.18 ("The just one will be joyful in the Lord, and will hope in him; and all the upright of heart will be commended "), saying that the Lord "represented" or "transfigured" us in himself, bearing our heart "within his own," 41 and that now we are instructed to correct our hearts by the rectitude of God's eternally straight heart. This means, among other things, not looking self-righteously and enviously at persons we imagine are more evil than ourselves who are certainly prospering more than we ourselves, wondering why God does not chastise and punish them. That is the kind of "crookedness" of heart that needs correction. We experience the love of God in Christ as a quality of love extended to our neighbor, on the one hand a suffering, but on the other, a joy because we are "yielding to the heart of God." It is a joy experienced in faith and hope. It is learning to feel a new kind of joy or pleasure.
One may think that up to this point we have not seen much, strictly speaking, about the sacramentality of marriage itself, but that is only true if one is looking for a scholastic style theory of sacramentality, an explicit concept of efficacious sign. The Fathers work in images as much as they do in concepts. David Hunter points out that "Augustine's discussion of the sacrament of marriage must be clearly distinguished from later Christian formulations," and that an authentic development of earlier theology, we must be as attentive to the underlying continuities in doctrine as we are to the differences in formulation and style of thinking. In
Augustine's case, to say that the two-in-one flesh of marriage is an image or a sacred sign, a "sacramentum" or mystery-bearing representation of the unity of Christ with the Church such that the Church is Christ's Bride, is to have said a lot already about marriage as a "sacrament" even in our later sense of the term. If we can learn so much about the Incarnation, passion and resurrection of Christ -the Paschal mystery -from reflecting on the unity of husband and wife and from using spousal imagery for its various moments, then we have also already learned a lot about how marriage is sacramental for Augustine.
For one thing, even if one cannot squeeze a full blown scholastic theory of sacramentality out of Augustine's rich and textured imagery, it is not enough to say that marriage is simply and only a sign of something other than itself. One could not learn so much about the reality it signifies if it did not in some way truly make present the reality it signifies, namely, the In Augustine this is expressed, almost paradoxically, by the image of the Virgin Bride.
The Church is virginal because of the purity of Christ's love, which forms the Church. Married
Christians participate in that virginity, not in virtue of a frame of mind they have acquired through education or philosophical training, and certainly not because they are physically virgins, but because they are incorporated into Christ:
The whole Church, of which they [widows] are members, is itself his spouse, because by the integrity of her faith, hope and love she is a virgin, not only in holy virgins but in widows and the married faithful too. And yet they have this participation not simply because they are baptized, but because marriage affords them a way of life that mediates the "healing" or pure, transforming love that is the origin of the Church in the first place. It mediates the "virginity" of the Bride to those who are not virgins and who continue to have sex. If it is not too cute to put it this way, marriage is the sacrament that allows a way of life for Christians to have sex and not lose their virginity. That is the "excellence" of marriage. 46 It is a transformation-in-incorporation. Marriage is a state of life, a "gift from God," in which the "two in one flesh" of the literal marriage bond forms a special, small Christian community in which to experience the "marrying love" of Christ, the pure and purifying love of the Incarnation. Note that this is not a special, romantic love different from the love bonding all members of the Church, but rather it is that love that marriage mediates or makes present for the spouses. Marriage does not isolate them from the Church or set up a community that is competing with the larger Church, but rather makes the community of the two spouses authentically ecclesial, a "domestic church," to import a later phrase. It may be that the spouses do have a special, natural affection for each other and such natural happiness that comes from this friendship 47 is all to the good, but that is not what makes marriage "sacramental" in Augustine. Rather, that natural affection is itself transformed or taken up into the higher love that is the bond between all Christians in the Church. This natural affection or 46 See also EW 10.13, "… it is unthinkable that the holy widows see Christ as their second husband. He was already their spouse, not physically but spiritually, before that, when they were faithful and submissive to their husbands (1 Pt. 3.5-6). The whole Church, of which they are members, is itself his Spouse, because by the integrity of her faith, hope and love she is a virgin, not only in holy virgins but in widows and the married faithful too. The apostle says to the whole Church, of which they are all members, I have prepared you to present you to the one husband, Christ, as a chaste virgin (2 Cor. 11.2). He, whom even in the flesh his mother could conceive without defilement, knows how to make it possible for that virgin spouse to bear children without being defiled." 47 See The Excellence of Marriage 9.9 (Hunter, MV 40), "Undoubtedly we should take note that God gives us some benefits that are to be sought after for their own sake, such as wisdom, health and friendship, and others that are necessary for the sake of something else, such as learning, food, drink, marriage and sleeping together. Some of these, such as learning, are necessary for wisdom; others, such as food, drink and sleep, are necessary for health, others, such as marriage and sleeping together, are necessary for friendship. The latter also contribute to the continuation of the human race, in which loving relationships are of great benefit." friendship has nothing in it that is intrinsically sacramental, though as part of God's good creation it can be molded by and transformed by the sacrament into an ecclesial reality, into a mystical participation in the Body of Christ. Augustine's theology of marriage is entirely dependent upon his theology of the Church.
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It is easy to be misled by the seemingly minimalist language that Augustine applies to marriage. In an era of especially heightened ascetic sensibility that prompted Manichees and even an otherwise orthodox doctor of the Church to disparage marriage (Jerome), Augustine defended it as a good, though a lesser good than consecrated virginity or widowhood. 49 True, marriage is a state of life, Augustine always insists, for the weaker sort of Christian who cannot manage celibacy. 50 It is a "cure for weakness, and in some cases a source of comfort for human nature." 51 The "comfort" comes in such things as "living with one's husband for a long time and having children," the "natural happiness" which Anna, the prophetess, was denied because her husband died when she was young. 52 Marriage provides a way of life that takes up this "natural happiness" into the Body of Christ, so that one experiences all of the joys and comforts proper to natural happiness as part of or in the context of one's incorporation into a new society, the new Body, even if this is an incorporation in a lower or lesser place: 48 Another way of putting this is offered by Schmitt, who points out that it is the state of incorporation into Christ, following upon Baptism, that confers upon Christian marriage its sacramental signification of the nuptial mystery of Christ and the Church. He talks about Baptism and Christian marriage as a kind of double symbolism for the one fundamental mystery of Christ's nuptial relationship to the Church: "Il s'agit fondamentalement du meme mystère considerè sous un double symbolisme, similaire et complémentaire. Ceci nous permet d'entrevoir que, dans la pensée d'Augustin, c'est dans sa relation au baptême, qui introduit le chrétiene dans la mystère du salut, que le marriage trouve fondamentalement sa signification de 'sacramentum'" (Le marriage, 257 In Augustine, "fornication" refers to sex with a prostitute (as here) or between unmarried persons, but it also always refers metaphorically to a turning away from God's embrace. Fallen sexual desire, that is, "lust," is a desire to turn away from God's embrace and be joined to the body of those who are turned away, towards incorporation into the world, the network of relations and identities configured by pride. "Lust" for Augustine, once again, is not simply a biological desire for an uncomplicated, physical pleasure, but is a desire for an exclusive identity apart from God, an identity wholly in the world. It is the desire for the pleasure of constructing one's identity exclusively as a cultural project, rather than receiving it first and foremost from God, as a creature of God. This desire does not go away simply because one is married. But marriage turns the evil of lust into a "good use," without making it, qua lust, good. It turns fallen sexual desire, and the community of two it creates, unbelievably and wondrously, into a locus of continuing incorporation into Christ's body, even if it remains, strictly speaking, a community generated by lust. In marriage, lust itself is exercised within the healing bounds of continence.
The fact that lust, qua lust, does not become good, is grounds for a continuing formation in humility, lest one regard one's incorporation into Christ as an achievement of one's own, a 53 EW 3.4 (Hunter, 114).
natural achievement of human nature. Lust issues in bragging. 54 Married love is founded in humility, and so in confession and gratitude.
We can look a little more closely at how this works, using Augustine's idea of the three "goods" of marriage. Marriage turns the evil of lust into a good use, and even sexual pleasure which is indulged simply for the pleasure and not for the procreation of children is "pardonable because of the good there is in marriage" 55 as long as there is no intention to thwart the procreative effect of intercourse. Having children is a natural good, the original and primary intention of the Creator in making human beings "male and female," so intercourse that is open to procreation respects the Creator's intention and is an implicit confession of the goodness of God, a training in humility and praise.
The fidelity of the spouses to each other, meaning both that they do not have sex with anyone else, and do not abstain from sex except by mutual agreement, is the second good of marriage. Restricting sex according to the norms of procreation and fidelity is a form of chastity, a discipline which is the form that "continence" takes in married people.
Continence in marriage usually allows some freedom to … carnal desires, 56 but it reins them in and keeps them under control. Not even in marriage are they let go with unlimited freedom. They are limited either by what is required because of the weakness of one's spouse … or to what is appropriate for the purpose of having children. … In so doing, that is, controlling carnal desire in married couples, and placing certain limits on it, and bringing a certain order to its lively and unruly stirrings by imposing definite limits, it uses the evil in people for good. It makes them good and wants to make them perfect … 57 54 There is an unforgettable image of this bragging depicted in Confessions 1.18.28 and 2.3.7. On fornication as a metaphor for turning away from God, see John C. Cavadini, "Book Two: Augustine' Marriage is a way of life instituted in particular as a "cure for weakness," but this is more than it seems at first, because as such it images the whole Christian life, which (as we have seen)
is one continual healing and purification in Christ. The openness to procreation and the fidelity of the spouses are not healing because they are ascetical enterprises undertaken out of a desire to live philosophically, but because they are the expressions of being incorporated into Christ, into his healing love, first at baptism, and then by marriage. This is where the third good of marriage comes in, its indissolubility or permanence of commitment. It is this good especially which carries the "sacrament" or mysterious signification of the love of Christ for the Church 60 and conveys it to the other two goods. A couple might be "two in one flesh" at the time of intercourse, but the indissolubility of marriage makes this "two in one flesh-ness" a permanent condition, a matter not simply of body but of the spirit. It is not sexual union, per se, that signifies the "two in one flesh" that is Christ and the Church, but the permanent intimacy of life, 58 Abstaining from sex, or from adultery if married, is not enough to make it true continence. Continence is a matter of intention. See, e.g., Continence 12.26-27 (Hunter, 211-12). 59 See Continence 11.25 for these points and quotes (Hunter, 210). 60 EM 7.6-7 (Hunter 38-39).
body and spirit, that characterizes a Christian marriage in particular 61 and so enables it to carry this significance. It is not significant because it is an extra, added on element of ascetic effort, but because of the union of Christ and the Church, because it is a configuration of the couple to that larger mystery and so the presence of it in their flesh and spirit. In their married life, their hearts are being ever more closely configured to the love of Christ for the Church, and that is what all of their "use" of marriage means.
How far can that configuration go? The only limit on it is that the spouses cannot be literally virgins. 62 But, Augustine comments, there are the beatitudes, and married persons can grow in perfection of these, 63 and there is martyrdom, and the married have been martyrs, and one can never know from one's way of life, married or celibate, who at any given time is actually ready to endure martyrdom. Of two people, one married and one celibate, it could be the married person, 64 and martyrdom is a greater perfection, Augustine reminds us, than virginity.
65
Celibacy is more prone to pride than is married life. There is no doubt in Augustine's mind that consecrated virginity ranks higher than marriage, yet he comments that, apart from Christ and the Virgin Mary, there is no way of knowing if, in fact, those with the highest reward will be married persons or virgins. Also, although the life of consecrated virginity is higher than marriage, there is ultimately no higher way of describing the good of virginity or celibacy except by describing it in terms of marriage imagery, that is, of the permanent intimacy of Christ and his Spouse the Church, and of the ongoing configuration of this Bride, in the person of all who are members, to her Spouse. Without this imagery, celibacy itself has no language to interpret its own significance, and would be forced back merely onto the language of philosophical discipline and self-perfection. Marriage is a visible sign of the purifying love of Christ for the Church. For that reason, and because, as a visible sign, it presents an encounter with that love for those who are married, it can also serve as a symbol for other ways of life in the church in which that love can be found. That is why marriage is "sacramental," and not, paradoxically, the higher way of life of virginity.
Augustine has been criticized frequently because he could find no positive place for sexual pleasure in a marriage, 66 but the sacramentality of marriage should not, in Augustine or anywhere else, be a function of the contribution of sexual pleasure, but of Christ. Marriage, in restraining and channeling lust, does promote the healing transformation of prideful pleasures into pleasures of justice and charity. As mentioned above, lust in marriage is exercised within the healing boundaries of married continence, and so within the framework of healing, purifying love. Lust is not the principle of its own healing and can contribute nothing to the good of the married partners, yet exercised in the boundaries of married continence it is perhaps worn down by the glacial pressure of married continence. For Augustine, this does not mean the sexual desire is ever free of lust in this life, just like all fallen emotions are never quite free of disordered passion. What sex feels like as this transformation takes place is left largely to the imagination in Augustine. It must, at least, mean learning to take pleasure in humility and all of its fruits. Sex that is truly humble may not seem pleasurable in the first instance to those whose desires have not been configured by marriage, Christ's sacrament, into the love that gave its life for someone ugly and undesirable and hostile. One does not "lust" after such pleasure, yet it is highly desirable, a true joy and real pleasure, greater than any "lust" can promise or provide, and one may, in fact, experience it now, even if only (or mostly) "in faith and in hope." donation," which, just as much as the celibacy of a proud virgin, can be a pleasure of pride without even realizing it.
Without disparaging the goodness of the body or of procreation, Augustine locates the sacramentality of marriage more firmly in the good of Christian fellowship in the church.
For the same reason that Augustine's theology of marriage will look very different, in the end, from Chrysostom's, it will look different from similar efforts, medieval or modern, to
Christianize a philosophical or educational ideal, whether that is Aristotelian or "personalist."
For one thing, for Augustine, there is no question that the husband in a particular marriage has or mediates the place of Christ in the sense that he is the agent of transformation or purification, or that he is more the "donor" and less the "receiver." Both husband and wife are members of the one Body, the Bride of Christ; both are profoundly receivers before they are anything else. It is in the first place as members of the Church, bound to all others in charity, that they are configured to Christ's transforming and purifying love. Members of the Church are not in the first place souls in individual relation with the Word of God, but rather members of each other in the flesh that the Word "married" in the Incarnation. This flesh now signifies Christ's love, and one is configured to it by incorporation, not in the first place by education, effort or gendered bodily form. Marriage mediates to the spouses in a more immediate way, and in a way that is predicated on the possibility of sexual intercourse, the same love that characterizes and binds all members of the Body to all others.
Further, if sexual desire in Augustine is a much more ambiguous affair than in Thomas or in the theology of the body he has inspired, it also means that it may make it easier to find a pastoral approach that understands the intractable problems that may arise in matters sexual.
Sexual desire is not as self-evidently and unassailably positive, and its expression not as straightforwardly uncomplicated, as more "positive" views sometimes make it seem. These positive views may lend themselves, without the intention of doing so, to harsher pastoral expectations (if it is so straightforward, then it's your fault if you can't get it right), or to unnaturally idealistic or romantic expectations in those about to be married, which could end up in serious disillusion and rejection of the whole Catholic idea of marriage. Foregrounding the issue of "healing," where that means a slow, patient formation in the humility of Christ, in the purifying love of the Incarnate, may not be such a terrible pastoral strategy in an age where everyone is convinced that anything that feels good is in fact evidently good , and where gratification, or an enthusiastic feeling of "self-donation," cannot always be called forth.
Without making the roles of men and women in sex and reproduction interchangeable, and without removing the good of reproduction as intrinsic to marriage, Augustine finds a way to make the "self-donation" of the spouses a function not primarily of natural inclination, but of the long, hard, purifying pedagogy in the loving humility of Christ which begets the only true joys.
I do not want to speak against the theology of the body, which, as John Paul II preached it (as opposed to the versions of it found in some of its proponents less learned than he was), I
admire. But I would argue that, like any theology that is necessarily limited in some ways and superior in others, it can benefit from a complementary spirituality based on the Augustinian view. This complementarity should be seen as a positive, and as something worthy of development in its own right.
